Despite the large number of noncoding RNAs and their importance in several biological processes, our understanding of RNA structure and dynamics at atomic resolution is still very limited. Like many other RNAs, the Neurospora Varkud satellite (VS) ribozyme performs its functions through dynamic exchange of multiple conformational states. More specifically, the VS ribozyme recognizes and cleaves its stem-loop substrate via a mechanism that involves several structural transitions within its stem-loop substrate. The recent publications of highresolution structures of the VS ribozyme, obtained by NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, offer an opportunity to integrate the data and closely examine the structural and dynamic properties of this model RNA system. Notably, these investigations provide a valuable example of the divide-and-conquer strategy for structural and dynamic characterization of a large RNA, based on NMR structures of several individual subdomains. The success of this divideand-conquer approach reflects the modularity of RNA architecture and the great care taken in identifying the independently-folding modules. Together with previous biochemical and biophysical characterizations, the recent NMR and X-ray studies provide a coherent picture into how the VS ribozyme recognizes its stem-loop substrate. Such in-depth characterization of this RNA enzyme will serve as a model for future structural and engineering studies of dynamic RNAs and may be particularly useful in planning divide-and-conquer investigations.
INTRODUCTION
N oncoding RNAs form a rich and extremely diverse class of biomolecules found in all domains of life that play critical roles in many biological processes. Although our structural and functional understanding of these RNAs is rapidly growing, there are still very few high-resolution structures of RNA available in comparison with the large number of noncoding RNAs in biology. An important part of what we know at this time comes from the investigations of ribozymes, RNAs that catalyze specific biochemical reactions including phosphoryl transfer and peptide bond formation. Several ribozymes have been shown to function in the absence of proteins and represent ideal model systems for noncoding RNAs due to their relatively small size and easily detectable biological activity. As these ribozymes adopt diverse structures and function through distinct mechanisms, previous investigations of ribozymes have given us a broad perspective on the structural diversity and dynamic nature of RNA. The case of the Neurospora VS ribozyme is noteworthy because of its unique structure and mode of substrate recognition.
The VS ribozyme was discovered more than 25 years ago as part of the Varkud satellite (VS) RNA, a mitochondrial RNA found in certain isolates of the Neurospora filamentous fungi.
1,2 Its selfcleavage and self-ligation activities are essential for the replication cycle of the VS RNA, for which no other specific function has been assigned yet. In vitro, a contiguous sequence of approximately 160 nucleotides (nt) containing six helical regions (I-VI) was found sufficient for self-cleavage (Figure 1) , 3, 5 and extending this sequence with an additional helical domain (VII) was found important for both efficient self-ligation and trans cleavage within a dimeric form. 6, 7 The cleavage reaction yields products with 2 0 ,3 0 -cyclic phosphate and 5 0 -OH termini, as also found for other small nucleolytic ribozymes, like the hairpin, hammerhead, and glmS ribozymes. [8] [9] [10] A significant number of biochemical, kinetic, and biophysical investigations have allowed extensive functional and mutational characterization of the VS ribozyme [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and have provided low-resolution three-dimensional models (Table 1) , 22, 27, 29, [31] [32] [33] revealing primary, secondary, and tertiary structures that are unique among known ribozymes. They also support a general acid-base mechanism similar to that of the hairpin ribozyme. Both ribozymes require the intimate association of two internal loops to form the active site where two nucleobases, one from each internal loop, play key roles in the catalytic mechanism. 13, 14 A distinctive feature of the VS ribozyme is that one internal loop is located within the catalytic domain (the A 756 loop also known as the A 730 loop), whereas the other one (the G 638 loop) belongs exclusively to its stem-loop substrate, such that the cleavage mechanism can be viewed as substrate-assisted catalysis. In the proposed cleavage mechanism, G 638 acts as the general base that activates the 2 0 -oxygen nucleophile, whereas A 756 acts as the general acid that donates a proton to the 5 0 -oxygen leaving group. 35 Reported pH-activity profiles of the cleavage reaction fit a double-ionization model with shifted pK a values of 5.2-5.8 and 8.3-8.4 attributed to A 756 and G 638 , respectively. [35] [36] [37] [38] Moreover, the metal dependence of these shifted pK a values point to an indirect role for metal ions in the reaction chemistry. 38 Efficient trans cleavage of the stem-loop substrate is made possible through a complex mechanism for substrate recognition (Figure 1 ), which involves formation of a magnesium-dependent kissing-loop interaction (KLI), an activating conformational change from an unshifted to a shifted state, and intimate association of the G 638 loop with the A 756 loop to form the active site. 4, [39] [40] [41] FIGURE 1 | The Neurospora VS ribozyme. Primary and secondary structures of the natural cis-cleaving VS ribozyme (residues 617-783) determined from mutagenesis and chemical probing studies. 3, 4 Recognition of the substrate (stem-loop I or SLI) involves a KLI with stem-loop V Despite the wealth of knowledge accumulated over the years on the VS ribozyme, it is only very recently that high-resolution three-dimensional structures have become available to provide detailed structural and dynamic insights into its mechanism (Table 1) . Both a solution-state NMR model 30 and two crystal structures 34 were reported recently that independently represent significant achievements given the inherently dynamic nature of this ribozyme and its tendency to form dimers and higher-order multimers in solution. The NMR model of a trans ribozyme in complex with its stem-loop substrate results from a divide-and-conquer strategy for structural characterization based on NMR structures of several individual subdomains. Two crystal structures are available for cis ribozyme variants that each form a dimer in which the substrate of one protomer interacts with the catalytic domain of the other protomer. The NMR model represents an open state of the VS ribozyme prior to formation of the active site, and complementary NMR studies have provided information on important conformational changes associated with substrate recognition and activation. However, the crystal structures capture a closed state in which the active site is formed but cleavage has not taken place, thus providing insights into the catalytic mechanism. Herein, we summarize these recent high-resolution structural studies, highlighting the similarities and differences between the NMR and crystal structures to develop an integrated 1 The experimental approaches listed here are NMR spectroscopy (NMR), molecular dynamic simulations (MD), Föster resonance energy transfer (FRET), comparative gel electrophoresis (CGE), single-molecule FRET (smFRET), chemical probing (CP), modification interference (MI), site-directed mutagenesis (SDM), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and X-ray crystallography (X-ray). Only NMR and X-ray studies have yielded high-resolution structures reported in the pdb. 2 In terms of experimental conditions, only the concentration and type of divalent metal ions used for structure determination is provided (none = none used).
understanding of the structural and dynamic properties of this ribozyme.
A DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER NMR STUDY PROVIDES DETAILED STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMIC INSIGHTS
The divide-and-conquer approach represents a simple yet powerful strategy to structurally investigate large and dynamic biomolecular systems. It consists of determining high-resolution structures of smaller and often more amenable subdomains to eventually reconstitute the structure of the complete biomolecule. Its recent application to characterize the complete VS ribozyme structure by solution NMR spectroscopy represents a proof-of-concept that this strategy can be used successfully to investigate the structure and dynamics of large functional RNAs. Prior biochemical and biophysical investigations of the VS ribozyme were instrumental in guiding the efforts. A particular challenge was that the limited number of known natural variants of the VS ribozyme did not provide sufficient sequence diversity to define the secondary structure based on covariation analysis as would normally be done for an RNA of interest. Instead, the secondary structure was delineated from careful biochemical characterization based on site-directed mutagenesis and chemical probing studies. 3 Complementary investigations helped distinguish the subdomains that are functionally required [the KLI between stem-loop I (SLI) and stem-loop V (SLV), the internal loops of SLI and stem-loop VI (SLVI), the three adenosine bulges, and the two three-way junctions] from those that are not (junction-distal ends of stems II, IV, and VI). 42, 43 They also helped delineate independent subdomains that when taken out of their natural context would remain meaningful to our structural understanding of the VS ribozyme. 
NMR Studies of Isolated Subdomains Relevant to Substrate Recognition
The KLI between the terminal loops of SLI and SLV is important for substrate recognition by the catalytic domain. 39 Prior investigations revealed that this interaction involves three Watson-Crick (WC) base pairs and is associated with a conformational rearrangement that can be rate-limiting, because it activates the substrate for catalysis (Figure 1) . 4, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45 In its free form, the substrate adopts an unshifted conformation, with a symmetric internal loop of six nt. In the bound form, the substrate adopts a shifted conformation that excludes C 634 from stem Ib and reconfigures the cleavage site internal loop to an asymmetric loop of five nt. 4, 40 Importantly, formation of the KLI and the associated conformation change in SLI can be reproduced when the catalytic domain is replaced by an isolated SLV, validating biophysical investigations using isolated stem-loops. 40 Unshifted and Shifted States of G 638 Loop NMR structures of the SLI substrate were determined to characterize both the unshifted (inactive) and shifted (active) states of the substrate cleavage site internal loop, termed here the G 638 loop. [16] [17] [18] Two individual structures were determined for the unshifted state, one of which is illustrated in Figure 2 (a). 16, 17 In both studies, the RNA stem-loop used comprises the natural internal loop sequence and the adjacent base pairs from stems Ia and Ib. Both NMR structures were determined at acidic pH (pH = 5.0-6.0) and revealed the same structural elements in the G 638 loop: two trans Hoogsteen/sugar edge (H/SE) G-A base pairs and a cis WC/WC A(+)•C base pair involving A 622 . From pH-dependent NMR studies, pK a values of 6.1-6.4 were determined for A 622 , and its protonated state was found critical for stabilizing the three noncanonical base pairs of the unshifted internal loop. At higher pH, the G 638 loop adopts a more open conformation that may facilitate the displacement of residue C 637 into stem Ib as part of the conformational change associated with formation of the I/V KLI. 17 The structure of the shifted conformation of the G 638 loop was also determined by NMR, as part of an RNA stem-loop with a nonnatural stem Ib and a GNRA tetraloop that stabilize the shifted state (Figure 2(b) ). 18 As expected, this RNA was cleaved when incubated with a trans VS ribozyme, although at a lower rate than a wild-type sequence given that the I/V KLI could not form due to the terminal loop modification. 18 The NMR structure revealed that residues G 620 and A 639 form a trans H/SE G-A base pair, as found for the unshifted state (Figure 2 (a) and (b)). [16] [17] [18] However, residue G 638 is positioned such that it can participate in a trans H/SE G-A base pair with either A 621 or A 622 (Figure 2(b) ). Importantly, G 638 is stacked on G 620 with its WC edge close to the 2 0 -OH of G 620 , in agreement with its role as general base in the cleavage reaction. Two Mg
2+
-binding sites were identified in the internal loop based on chemical shift perturbations (Figure 2(b) (Figure 2(b) ) and strong structural similarity with a tertiary interaction motif found in rRNA. 18 In addition, a pK a value of 4.0 was estimated for residue A 622 in this shifted conformation of the G 638 loop, confirming that the shifted state is stable at neutral pH. Thus, NMR studies established the pH dependence of the equilibrium between the unshifted and shifted states of the SLI substrate and identify structural differences that could be important for its function.
Free Conformations of SLI and SLV Terminal Loops
U-turn folds were initially proposed to form in the terminal loop of both SLI and SLV on the basis of their sequence, mutagenesis studies, and chemical probing experiments. 39 Subsequent NMR structural studies of isolated stem-loops have allowed in-depth characterization of these terminal loops in their free form prior to formation of the I/V KLI. 17, 19, 20, 23 NMR studies of the natural terminal loop of SLI in the absence of Mg 2+ ions do not provide evidence for the proposed U-turn fold and the adjacent G 627 -C 632 base pair, but rather indicate that the structure of the terminal loop is mostly disordered (Figure 2(a) , 1HWQ). 17 Addition of Mg 2+ ions did not bring significant changes in the NMR spectra. Thus, the SLI terminal loop is disordered prior to the formation of the I/V KLI both in the absence and presence of Mg 2+ ions. . 23 In panels (a-d), a structural schematic is available alongside a cartoon representation of the NMR structure to illustrate the sequence and base-pairing interactions present in the structure(s): the dashed boxes enclose the sequences derived from the VS ribozyme; specific residues are colored as in the NMR structure representations; and base pairs are depicted using the Leontis-Westhof notation 46, 47 in either black (≥2 hydrogen bonds) or gray (1 hydrogen bond).
NMR structures of an isolated SLV RNA were determined both in the absence (Figure 2 (c), 1TBK) and presence of Mg 2+ ions (Figure 2 (c), 1YN1 and 1YN2). 19, 20 In these structures, residues U 696 , G 697 , and A 698 adopt a U-turn fold while residues U 695 and A 701 form a canonical base pair that closes the terminal loop. In the presence of Mg 2+ ions, the terminal loop adopts a more compact structure with more characteristics of the canonical U-turn fold and with U 700 being completely excluded from the loop fold (Figure 2 (c), 1YN1 and 1YN2). 20 Molecular dynamic simulations support the observation that the U-turn of SLV adopts a more compact fold in the presence of Mg 2+ ions, and indicate that structural characteristics of this compact fold are already present in the structural ensemble obtained in the absence of Mg 2+ ions. 21 Four divalent metal-binding sites were localized in the SLV terminal loop based on Mn
2+
-induced paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) studies (Figure 2 (c), 1YN2). 20 Three of them (sites 1-3) correspond to divalent metal-binding sites previously identified in crystal structures of U-turns, and the fourth one (site 4) is associated with the unusual phosphate backbone fold near U 700 . As a consequence of the U-turn fold, the WC edges of residues after the sharp turn in the phosphate backbone (G 697 , A 698 , and C 699 ) are exposed and available for tertiary contact. 19, 20 Highly Stable KLI Between SLI and SLV To characterize the KLI, several SLI/SLV complexes were investigated by NMR spectroscopy and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), but only one was found suitable for NMR structure determination due to its relatively small size (43 nt), the quality of the NMR data and its high thermodynamic stability (K d = 0.2-0.4 μM). 23, 48 This complex was formed with a double-stranded SLI variant that lacks the G 638 loop, but retains a terminal loop sequence compatible with KLI formation and ribozyme activity (G 627 A and C 634 G; Figure 2 (d)). The threedimensional structure of this SLI/SLV complex confirms formation of a U-turn fold in each of the two terminal loops and of three canonical cis WC/WC base pairs between these loops (Figure 2(d) ). In addition, this NMR structure reveals two base triples: a fairly disordered C 626 -G 633 -G 634 triple and a more stable C 629 -A 701 -U 695 triple that contributes a fourth base pair (cis WC/SE C 629 -A 701 ) between the two loops. The structure displays continuous stacking at the KLI that extends to the adjacent stems and likely contributes to the unusually high stability of this interaction. 48 Nevertheless, the interhelical angle between stem I and stem V is quite variable, ranging from 127 to 175 in the ensemble of NMR structures. In addition, there is NMR evidence that several residues of loop I (C 626 , A 627 , U 628, C 632 , G 633 , and G 634 ) and loop V (U 695 and U 696 ) undergo dynamic exchange on the μs to ms timescale, suggesting that the large range of interhelical angles in the NMR ensemble may not result from the lack of sufficient NMR restraints but rather from the inherent dynamics of the KLI. In the context of the active ribozyme, some degree of flexibility at the kissing-loop junction likely facilitates formation of the active site between the G 638 and A 756 loops.
Structural Evidence of Helix Shifting in SLI
NMR studies were conducted to investigate the conformational rearrangement in SLI upon binding to SLV. 23 Briefly, NMR spectra were collected for monitoring the formation of several SLI/SLV complexes in the presence of Mg 2+ ions using the same SLV, but several SLI variants referred to as shiftable, preshifted, or double-stranded. Comparison of imino proton data between the free and SLV-bound states of these SLI variants provides direct structural evidence for helix shifting in stem Ib upon complex formation with the shiftable SLI variants, but not with the preshifted and the double-stranded SLI variants. The NMR data also reveal that the loop-closing base pair observed in the free SLI is destabilized upon complex formation with both the shiftable and preshifted substrates. Complementary ITC studies confirm that the shiftable substrates have a lower affinity for SLV (12.5 μM ≤ K d ≤ 65 μM) than the preshifted and double-stranded substrates (0.4 μM ≤ K d ≤ 0.7 μM), meaning that the helix shift in SLI reduces the stability of the KLI by 2-3 kcal/mol. 48 These extensive NMR investigations allowed us to define the conformational changes associated with formation of the I/V KLI in the natural VS ribozyme (Figure 3 ). Prior to binding, the SLV loop adopts a compact U-turn fold and the SLI substrate adopts an unshifted conformation with a disordered terminal loop. Formation of the I/V KLI involves only subtle structural changes in SLV, but a disorder-to-order transition in loop I. The NMR data are consistent with a model in which the initial contact of this disordered loop with the stable loop V destabilizes the closing C 626 -G 633 base pair while ordering loop I and thereby initiates the helix shift in SLI. This model is consistent with the ability of U-turns to initiate structural changes in RNA. 49 Thus, the high-energy KLI is likely responsible for triggering the helix shift in SLI and changing the conformation of the G 638 loop such that it becomes cleavable.
Free Conformation of A 756 Loop
For cleavage to occur, the G 638 loop must interact with the A 756 loop of SLVI. To investigate the conformation of the A 756 loop prior to formation of the active site, NMR studies were conducted using a small SLVI subdomain containing the A 756 loop and its adjacent base pairs (Figure 4) . 25 In preliminary NMR studies, it was found that Mg 2+ ions are required for stable folding of the A 756 loop and thus Mg 2+ ions were included in the samples used for structure determination. The NMR structure reveals two main structural elements in the A 756 loop: a cis WC/WC G-A base pair between G 757 and A 730 that enlarges the minor groove and an S-turn fold involving residues G 754 -G 757 . The S-turn motif generates a distortion of the ribose-phosphate chain that exposes residues C 755 and A 756 into the enlarged minor groove with their WC edge facing the solvent. As a result, residue A 756 adopts an accessible position that is compatible with its role as general acid in the catalytic mechanism.
A dual NMR approach was developed to localize divalent metal ion-binding sites within this SLVI RNA. 26 Mn
2+
-induced paramagnetic relaxation effect (PRE) studies were used to probe almost all readily detectable 1 H, 13 C, and 15 N atoms in SLVI, whereas Cd 2+ -induced chemical-shift perturbation (CSP) of RNAs with single phosphorothioate modifications were carried out to specifically probe the contribution of phosphate groups in divalent metal coordination. Using this dual NMR approach, five divalent metal-binding sites were identified (Figure 4) , including one at the phosphate cluster formed by the S-turn of the A 756 loop. Divalent metal ion binding at this site is likely necessary to neutralize the densely-packed electronegative charges at the S-turn and may explain the metal-ion dependence of the A 756 loop structure. Extrapolating to the potential role of this metal ion at the active site, it may both stabilize the S-turn and play an indirect role in the chemistry of the reaction. Thus, NMR studies of the free conformation of the A 756 loop provide insights into the formation of the active site and of a potentially important divalent metal ion for catalysis.
NMR Studies of Isolated Subdomains That Define Global Architecture of trans Ribozyme

Architecture of III-IV-V Junction
The high-resolution NMR structure of a 47-nt RNA subdomain containing the III-IV-V junction was determined in the presence of Mg 2+ ions ( Figure 5  (a) ). 28 It shows a family C topology of three-way junctions, with coaxial stacking of stems III and IV and side-by-side arrangement of stems III and V. A U-turn fold allows backbone reversal between stems III and V and positions the residues after the turn (G 711 and A 712 ) to form minor groove base triples and a ribose zipper with stem IV. 28 The junction core is stabilized by a continuous stack of four base triples, leading to coaxial stacking of stems III and IV. NMR studies indicate that Mg 2+ ions are not essential for folding of the junction core. However, the position of six Mg 2+ ions was determined using Mn 2+ -induced PRE, revealing two Mg 2+ ions within the junction core that likely help stabilize the relative orientation of stems III and V. The NMR structure of the III-IV-V junction provided the first evidence, FIGURE 3 | Model for substrate recognition and activation by the VS ribozyme based on NMR data. 23 Structural schematics (as in Figure 2 ) are used to illustrate the unbound states of SLI and SLV (left), a hypothetical state in which the two loops initiate their contact (middle) and a final bound state (right). Base pairs of stem Ib, the KLI, and stem V are shaded in green, cyan, and pink, respectively. ions (PDB code 2L5Z and 2MIS). 25, 26 The NMR structure with the PDB code 2MIS was determined with RNA-metal restraints to localize hexahydrated Mn 2+ ions (black spheres). A structural schematic (as in Figure 2 ) is available alongside the cartoon representation of the lowest-energy NMR structures to provide the sequence and basepairing interactions present in both structures. (Adapted from articles that appeared in Oxford University Press 25 and ACS publications 26 ).
to our knowledge, of a family C three-way junction that does not form a long-range tertiary interaction between the side-by-side helices (stems III and V). 28, 50 The extensive stack of base triples allows for formation of a stable junction core in the absence of a distal tertiary interaction. In contrast, less stable three-way junction cores may depend on a distal interaction to stabilize the global folding of the junction, as found for the II-III-VI junction (see below). Given the intrinsic stability of the III-IV-V junction core and lack of a distal tertiary interaction, SLV is free to interact with the SLI substrate to form the I/V KLI. In addition, there is a certain degree of variability in the orientation of SLV with respect to stems III and IV in the NMR ensemble, which is consistent with the III-IV-V junction forming a slightly dynamic hinge. Thus, the III-IV-V junction may assist formation of the active site by allowing the bound SLI substrate to explore the conformational space for optimum docking with the A 756 loop. 28 
Critical Tertiary Interaction Within II-III-VI Junction
The NMR structure of the II-III-VI junction was determined as part of a 62-nt RNA that incorporates the core residues and adjacent stems with their A-rich bulges, as previous mutational studies had shown the importance of these bulges for the catalytic activity of the VS ribozyme. 27, 29, 51 The NMR structure determined in the presence of Mg 2+ ions shows a family C topology of three-way junctions, with coaxial stacking of stems II and III, and side-by-side arrangement of stems II and VI ( Figure 5(b) ). 30 An ACAA turn (A 764 -A 767 ) allows backbone reversal between stems II and VI and positions the two residues after the turn (A 766 and A 767 ) to form base triples (A-U-A and C-G-A) in the minor groove of stem III. The core of the II-III-VI junction is stabilized by these two minor groove base triples and a noncanonical cis WC/WC A 656 -G 768 base pair, which together form a three-layer stack between stems II and III. The NMR schematic representation (as in Figure 2 ) of the tertiary structure derived from the NMR structures; cartoon representation of the lowest-energy NMR structure determined in the presence of Mg 2+ ions; and of the lowest-energy NMR structure determined in the presence of Mg 2+ ions and using RNA-metal restraints to localize hydrated Mg 2+ ions (black spheres). -induced PRE, including two at the junction core and three at the bulge-bulge interaction that are likely needed to counteract the electronegative charges that are brought in proximity of these sites. Complementary NMR studies established that Mg 2+ ions and the bulge-bulge interaction are both required for the stable folding of the II-III-VI junction.
Model of VS Ribozyme Based on NMR Studies of Isolated Subdomains
Global Architecture of VS Ribozyme Based on NMR Studies: An Open State NMR studies of VS ribozyme subdomains have allowed the structural characterization of all nonhelical regions of a minimal VS ribozyme competent for cleavage activity (Figure 6(a) ). Based on the highresolution NMR structures of subdomains, a threedimensional model of a trans VS ribozyme bound to a preshifted SLI substrate was built by fragment assembly. 30 This NMR-based model and related structural schematics provided novel insights into the global structure of the VS ribozyme ( Figure 6(b)-(d) ). Given the specific topology of the two three-way junctions ( Figure 5 ), where stem II stacks on stem III (II-III-VI junction) and stem III stacks on stem IV (III-IV-V junction), the continuous stack of stems II, III, and IV defines the main frame of the VS ribozyme architecture. Stem-loops V and VI are projected alongside this main frame like one arm (SLV) and an opposite leg (SLVI). The SLI substrate associates with the trans VS ribozyme via a KLI with the SLV loop, bringing the G 638 loop of SLI in the vicinity of the A 756 loop of SLVI. The NMR-based model captures an open-state conformation in which these two internal loops are apart, and this is compatible with chemical probing and biophysical data. 32, 53 In all likelihood, such an open state is populated by a dynamic ensemble of ground-state structures. The remodeling of the G 638 and A 756 loops as well as the relative motion between the supporting helical domains would be necessary to allow formation of the active site and subsequent cleavage.
Validation of Divide-and-Conquer NMR Approach
The divide-and-conquer approach was undertaken with a good understanding of the structural elements important for structure and function of the VS ribozyme, and this facilitated the identification of RNA subdomains that can fold autonomously. To define suitable RNA subdomains for structural studies, we routinely prepared several different RNA sequences for each subdomain and performed preliminary biochemical, biophysical, and structural characterization. It was important to define an optimal RNA sequence, buffer composition, and folding conditions for which each RNA subdomain adopts a homogeneous and stable fold, and this was verified initially using native gel electrophoresis and NMR spectroscopy, and later using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS; Dagenais P and Legault, unpublished data). Imino NMR spectroscopy was particularly valuable to quickly assess conformational homogeneity and define the secondary structure of the isolated RNA subdomains. In addition, the imino NMR spectra of isolated RNA subdomains and that of the trans ribozyme were compared to validate structure determination of a given RNA subdomain (Bonneau E, Dagenais P, and Legault P, unpublished data). In some cases, NMR studies of RNA subdomain variants contributed to defining the specific residues required for folding of a given subdomain. For example, NMR studies of two variants of the isolated II-III-VI RNA subdomain revealed the importance of a bulge-bulge interaction for stable folding of this junction. 30 Thus, the II-III-VI RNA subdomain used for NMR structure determination contained the bulges of stems II and VI that form this critical bulge-bulge interaction. In summary, great care was taken to make sure that RNA subdomains were well circumscribed and represented independent folding modules.
Once the high-resolution NMR structure of an RNA subdomain was obtained, it became essential to exhaustively compare the structure with previous biochemical and biophysical data. This comparison with previous studies was particularly important to validate our NMR structure of the SLVI RNA subdomain containing the A 756 loop, because no structural or functional validation of this subdomain was available prior to structure determination. 25 In contrast, a previous NMR study of the A 756 loop in a different structural context revealed an alternate conformation that may be relevant to the folding pathway, but that did not agree with biochemical data. 24 Otherwise, the NMR structural studies of isolated subdomains are essentially consistent with a large body of biochemical and biophysical data, thereby supporting the modularity of the VS ribozyme architecture.
CRYSTAL STRUCTURES PROVIDE A DETAILED UNDERSTANDING OF THE VS RIBOZYME STRUCTURE Overall Crystal Structure and Comparison with NMR Structures of Isolated Subdomains
Trans Recognition of a Stem-Loop Substrate Within a Symmetric Dimer: A Closed State
Crystal structures were determined at 3.1-Å resolution for two active-site variants (G 638 A and A 756 G) of an extended cis VS ribozyme containing helical domain VII in addition to domains I-VI (Figure 7  (a) ). 34 The otherwise identical RNA sequence of these two variants was optimized to improve conformational homogeneity and reduce aggregation as needed for structural studies; it incorporates a preshifted SLI substrate and a substitution in loop IV by an ACAAA pentaloop, which serves as epitope for a synthetic antibody fragment. 54 Although such antibody fragment-RNA loop interaction can facilitate crystallization, 54 the crystal lattice did not incorporate the antibody fragment, but was rather stabilized by crystal contacts mediated by the loop IV pentaloop itself. The two crystal structures are very similar and both show that the VS ribozyme forms a symmetric dimer, in which the substrate of each protomer interacts with the catalytic domain of the other protomer (Figure 7(b) ). This dimeric form may be relevant to efficient in vivo processing of the transcribed concatemeric form of the VS RNA, in which the upstream ribozyme catalytic domain could perform cleavage of the downstream stem-loop substrate. 55 The two central helical axes of the dimer are formed by continuous stacking of helices I-II-III-IV of one protomer on helix V of the partner protomer via the I-V KLI. The III-IV-V and II-III-VI threeway junctions impart a parallel orientation to helices V and VI with respect to the central helices. In FIGURE 7 | Structural overview of the closed state of the VS ribozyme captured by the crystal structure of a dimeric form. 34 (a) Proposed secondary structure (as in Figure 6 ) of the two cis ribozyme sequences used for crystal structure determination, a G 638 A and an A 756 G variant. Of note, the secondary structure was defined for a smaller RNA sequence where the I-II-VII junction and stem VII were not present. contrast, the I-II-VII junction directs helix VII almost perpendicular to the flat-shaped structure formed by the side-by-side packing of the other helical segments. The dimeric structure can be simplified by showing only the substrate of one protomer bound to the ribozyme of the other protomer (Figure 7(c) and (d) ). Interestingly, this structure captures a closed state, in which the substrate is bound via both the I/V KLI and close association of its G 638 loop with the A 756 loop to form a precatalytic active site.
Important Structural Features Within Crystal Structure
The global architecture of the VS ribozyme is governed by local structural features that direct its folding. With the exception of the I-II-VII junction, important structural features were previously structurally characterized by NMR. Thus, it is interesting to compare these structural features present in the crystal structures with the NMR structures of isolated subdomains.
I/V KLI
The I/V KLI within the crystal structure is very similar to the one found in the NMR structure of this subdomain, with the U-turns of loop I and loop V directing the formation of three WC/WC base pairs and one SE/WC base pair between the two loops ( Figure 8(a) ). Loop V displays a compact U-turn structure with the U 700 residue bulged out and the closing A 701 -U 695 base pair destabilized, as previously found in the NMR structure of the SLI/SLV complex (Figure 2(d) ). For loop I, there is some discrepancy between the available structures (Figures 6 (d) and 7(d)). In the NMR structure, there is a disordered WC/WC C 626 -G 633 base pair that, in some models, forms a base triple with the Hoogsteen edge of the bulged out G 634 (Figure 2(d) ). In the X-ray structure, it is G 634 instead of G 633 that forms a WC/WC base pair with C 626 , and G 633 is involved in the H/SE G 633 -G 627 base pair. This structural discrepancy likely results from the fact that different SLI substrates were used for X-ray (C 634 G variant) and NMR (C 634 G/G 627 A variant) studies, in agreement with the notion that both the sequence and structure can be varied in this region without significantly affecting cleavage activity.
4,22
III-IV-V Junction
The III-IV-V junction within the crystal structure is very similar to the one found in the NMR structure of this subdomain, both adopting a family C topology with coaxial stacking of stems III and IV and close packing of stems III and V (Figure 8(b) ). A U-turn fold defined by residues U 710 , G 711 , and A 712 allows backbone reversal between stems III and V as observed in the NMR ensemble, with the two typical hydrogen bonds, the sharp turn in the phosphate backbone, and continuous stacking before and after the turn. As in the NMR structure, the splayed conformation between C 687 and G 688 allows backbone redirection between stems IV and V. The core of the junction is stabilized by a stack of four base triples and a ribose zipper that are very similar between the crystal and NMR structures; however, there are small variations in hydrogen bond interactions that leads to different definitions of base-pairing interactions (Figures 6 and 7) .
II-III-VI Junction
The II-III-VI junction within the crystal structure is also very similar to the one found in the NMR structure of this subdomain, both adopting a family C topology with coaxial stacking of stems II and III as well as close packing of stems II and VI stabilized by a bulge-bulge interaction (Figure 8(c) ). An ACAA turn defined by residues A 764 , C 765 , A 766 , and A 767 allows backbone reversal between stems II and VI and base stacking of residues before and after the turn. Although this ACAA turn is very similar in the NMR and X-ray structures, the NMR structure shows a slightly more compact fold with a hydrogen bond (C 765 2 0 -OH-A 766 N7) not present in the X-ray structures. As observed in the NMR structure, the splayed conformation between G 721 and G 722 allows backbone redirection between stems III and VI, and the core of the junction is stabilized by the stack of two base triples and a WC/WC G-A base pairs. Nevertheless, there are small variations in the junction core between the crystal and NMR structures in terms of base planarity and hydrogen bond interactions (Figures 6 and 7) . As in the NMR structure, a bulge-bulge interaction between stems II and VI involves A 652 (stem II) stacking between C 760 and A 761 (stem VI) and forming a SE/WC A-A base pair with A 725 (stem VI).
Despite the remarkable similarity between the structures of the II-III-VI junction core and bulgebulge interaction, a notable difference is observed in stem III. Whereas A 718 stacks on G 719 within the helix in the NMR structure, it is completely bulged out in the crystal structure (Figure 8(c) ). Thus, the transition of the VS ribozyme from an open state to a closed state may involve A 718 shifting from an intrahelical position to a bulged-out state. Such conformational change, known to affect the rise and twist of flanking base pairs, 56 would change the relative orientation of helices connected to the III-IV-V and II-III-VI junctions and may help bring the A 638 loop in proximity of the A 756 loop.
I-II-VII Junction
The I-II-VII junction is only represented in the crystal structures, where it adopts a family C topology with coaxial stacking of stems I and II and bending of stem VII toward stem I (Figure 7 ). This coaxial stacking of stems I and II helps orient the substrate helix outward from its own catalytic domain to interact with the catalytic domain of the partner protomer. A GCAA turn, involving G 611 , C 612 , A 613 , and A 614 , allows backbone reversal between C 612 and A 613 as well as base stacking of residues before and after the turn. In the core of the junction, a SE/WC A-A base pair piles up on a G-A-U base triple via cross-stand purine stacking. Residues A 614 , U 615 , and C 616 adopt an S-turn fold that directs stacking of the U 615 nucleobase on G 778 . This stacking is likely critical to stabilize the splayed conformation of G 778 and A 779 , which respectively stack on stems II and VII. A superposition of the two crystal structures (not shown) reveal that residues G 611 , C 612 , U 615 , and A 779 are less well defined, suggesting that they are relatively more dynamic than other residues of the junction. This may be relevant to the possibility of the I-II-VII junction to adopt two conformations, one that favors cleavage and one that favors ligation, as previously suggested. 
VS Ribozyme Active Site
Mechanistic investigations of the VS ribozyme have revealed two key nucleobases, G 638 and A 756 , responsible for general acid-base catalysis and highlighted similarities with the hairpin ribozyme, where a guanine (G 8 ) and an adenine (A 38 ) of two distinct internal loops also respectively serve as proton acceptor and proton donor in the cleavage reaction. 13 NMR studies of individual subdomains encompassing the G 638 and A 756 loops of the VS ribozyme have revealed important structural features in these loops and similarities with the hairpin ribozyme active site. 18, 25, 26 However, the two crystal structures of the VS ribozyme provide a detailed view of the active site architecture. They also clearly establish that the VS and hairpin ribozymes display comparable structural features at the active site despite low similarity in their sequences and tertiary structures, possibly as a result of convergent evolution. 13, 14, 34 Remodeling of G 638 and A 756 Loops for Formation of Active Site
The NMR structures of the G 638 and A 756 loops were superposed to those of the crystal structures to provide insights into the local structural changes associated with formation of the active site (Figure 9  (a) ). For the A 756 loop, the main structural characteristics of the free loop are found in the active site, namely the WC/WC G-A base pair and the S-turn. However, formation of the active site leads to a more pronounced S-turn and brings the bulged-out residues (C 755 and A 756 ) from their minor groove position to a completely exposed position, away from the main body of the helix. Similarly, the largest structural change in the G 638 loop upon formation of the active site is the protrusion of two adenines (A 621 and A 622 ) that were both positioned in the free G 638 loop to form a G-A base pair with G 638 . This structural change is associated with formation of an Sturn centered at A 621 that brings the G 620 2 0 -OH closer to the general base G 638 (from~6.1 to 5.4 Å). Thus, the A 756 and G 638 internal loops are prefolded in their free form, and relatively minor conformational changes allow their less constrained residues to become completely protruded to form the active site. This is in drastic contrast with the more significant structural rearrangements that occur when the two interacting loops of the hairpin ribozyme associate to form the active site. The NMR structures of the isolated internal loops of the hairpin ribozyme 57, 58 were previously compared with the crystal structure of a hairpin ribozyme-noncleavable substrate complex in which the two loops intimately associate, 59 revealing important changes in base-pairing interactions and backbone geometry upon formation of the active site.
Active Site Architecture
As originally envisioned, the G 638 loop is nested in a cleft formed by the helical domains II and VI, 41 and this involves extensive interloop stacking between the G 638 and A 756 loops as well as interactions of these loops with the minor groove of stem II (Figure 9(b) ). Starting with the protruded adenines of the G 638 loop, A 622 stacks with the bulged out A 657 from the II-III-VI junction and A 621 forms an A-minor interaction with helix II and stacks with A 756 of stem VI. The protruded residues of the A 756 loop, C 755 and A 756 , are stacked on one another and sandwiched between A 621 and A 639 from SLI. These stacking interactions are consistent with the observation of a UV-inducible crosslink between A 756 and a 4-thiouridine at position 621. 53 As observed in the hairpin ribozyme, the residues flanking the scissile phosphate [N − 1 (G 620 ) and N + 1 (A 621 )] adopt a splayed conformation that allow stacking of the key catalytic nucleobases (G 638 and A 756 ) and position their reactive groups near the scissile phosphate (Figure 9(c) ). The similarity with the hairpin ribozyme extends further as the general acid (A 756 ) is protruded from the internal loop by an S-turn structural element and the N − 1 residue forms a SE/H base-pair with the residue immediately 3 0 of the general base (A 639 ). In the proposed cleavage mechanism, a proton transfer occurs between the G 620 2 0 -OH group and the deprotonated N1 group of the G 638 nucleobase, followed by a nucleophile attack of the 2 0 -oxygen on the scissile phosphate to form a trigonal bipyramidal transition state, which is resolved by protonation of the 5 0 -oxygen leaving group by the N1 + -H group of the A 756 nucleobase. 35 In many nucleolytic ribozymes, the splayed conformation of the cleavage site nucleotides is associated with the in-line geometry of reacting groups (2 0 -oxygen, P, and 5 0 -oxygen) and is required in the transition state; however, such in-line geometry was not observed in the available crystal structures of the VS ribozyme (Figure 9(c) ). Also, the key nucleobases are not within hydrogen bond distances of their associated reacting groups (Figure 9(c) ). Nevertheless, the crystal structures are in general agreement with the respective roles of G 638 and A 756 as the general base and acid in the cleavage reaction since only minor structural rearrangement may be required to bring the active site in a fully functional state.
Shifted pK a s of Two Key Nucleobases in Light of Available Structures
In light of the available NMR and X-ray structures of the VS ribozyme, it is interesting to consider the shifted pK a s of 5.2-5.8 and 8.3-8.4 previously assigned to A 756 and G 638 , respectively, based on the pH dependence of the VS ribozyme cleavage reaction. [35] [36] [37] [38] From NMR studies of the isolated SLVI subdomain, a pK a value of 4.4 was attributed to A 756 , in agreement with its nucleobase being exposed in the open state conformation of the VS ribozyme. 25 The increase of its pK a value to 5.2-5.8 could result from its proximity to the scissile phosphate in the active site. In contrast, the lowering of the pK a value of G 638 by approximately one log unit compared to 5 0 -GMP is more intriguing and suggests the presence of a metal ion at the active site. Modulation of the pK a values of the two key nucleobases upon changes in the ionic environment also suggests the presence of a metal ion at the active site. 38 Although no metal ion is observed at the active site in the available X-ray structures, NMR studies have revealed divalent metal ion binding sites in both the A 756 and G 638 loops that may remain bound in the active site, namely the metal ion at the S-turn of the A 756 loop (Figure 4 ) and the one associated with the 5 0 -A 639 -G 640 -3 0 sequence of the G 638 loop (Figure 2(b) ). Alternatively, the stabilization of an S-turn in the G 638 loop upon formation of the active site ( Figure 9(a) ; near A 621 ) may create a favorable environment for binding of a metal ion that could stabilize the transition state. Higher resolution crystal structures are clearly needed to provide a more detailed characterization of Mg 2+ ion binding sites in the VS ribozyme.
CONCLUSION
Several high-resolution NMR and X-ray studies reported in the past few years have provided novel insights into the dynamic structure of the Neurospora VS ribozyme. More specifically, they have allowed us to better understand: (1) the global architecture of the VS ribozyme, (2) the specific structural features that direct folding, (3) important features of the active site that direct catalysis, (4) the role of magnesium ions, and (5) the conformational changes associated with substrate recognition, activation, and docking. Several hotspots for dynamics have been identified that are likely important for the cleavage and ligation activities of this ribozyme. Follow-up investigations are needed to capture a fully active ribozyme with an in-line conformation at the active site and better understand the role of metal ions and dynamics in the reaction. Together with available structural data, such information will support current efforts aimed at engineering the VS ribozyme to cleave alternate substrates. 52, 60 
